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Write your
college essay
The admission essay is an important
part of any college application. Some
schools give more weight to the essay
than others, but if an essay is required,
you can bet it’s going to be used in the
admissions decision to some degree.
Even if you have a high GPA, the essay
provides an easy way for you to distinguish yourself from the other thousand
applicants who have similar grades and
activities as you. Writing an admissions
essay that works will increase your
chances of being accepted.
To help you out, we have put together
this easy list of do’s and don’ts for writing your admission essay.

get it now!
Get more essay help. Watch
the NextStepU video!
NextStepU.com/AdmissionsEssay

Get tips on writing
a great essay
NextStepU.com/
Essay

Do

Don’t

• Choose a topic that is specific. Doing so will allow you to
go in-depth into one idea rather
than trying to cover a broad topic
with a short essay. The more indepth you go, the more unique
your essay will be.

• Don’t let anyone else dictate
the topic of your essay. You can
get help brainstorming if you
want, but don’t write about someone else’s chosen topic.

• Brainstorm ideas before you
write. Choose the idea that best
fits you, and a topic that you feel
will be unique to the other thousands of essays that the admissions officers will read.

• Write multiple drafts of
your essay and get feedback
on each one from a parent or
friend. This will help ensure you
cover the topic well, and give you
the chance to choose the best of
your work.
• Write as well as you can, edit
the document and get help if
needed. Use a mixture of sharp
adjectives and smart wit without
sounding too terse, verbose or
ostentatious (SAT words!).

• Don’t choose offensive topics. Topics that may be offensive
are those that surround religion,
racism and even personal opinions on world issues. You won’t be
doing yourself any favors if your
essay leaves the admissions officer
feeling offended or angry.

• Don’t write a negative essay.
The more positive you are with
the topic, the more enjoyable
the essay will be to read. Avoid
negative topics and negative ideas
within the body of the essay.
• Don’t be arrogant or pedantic with your writing. The
admissions officers will see it, and
arrogance will work against you
in the admissions process.
NOTES:
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